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Abstract: We propose an S4 avor model based on supersymmetric (SUSY) SU(5) GUT.
The rst and third generations of 10 dimensional representations in SU(5) are all assigned
to be 11 of S4. The second generation of 10 is to be 12 of S4. Right-handed neutrinos of
singlet 1 and three generations of 5 are all assigned to be 31 of S4. The VEVs of two sets
of avon elds are allowed a moderate hierarchy, that is hi  chei. Tri-Bimaximal
(TBM) mixing can be produced at both leading order (LO) and next to next to leading
order (NNLO) in neutrino sector. All the masses of up-type quarks are obtained at LO.
We also get the bottom-tau unication m = mb and the popular Georgi-Jarlskog relation
m = 3ms as well as a new mass relation me =
8
27md in which the novel Clebsch-Gordan
(CG) factor arises from the adjoint eld H24. The GUT relation leads to a sizable mixing
angle e12  c and the correct quark mixing matrix VCKM can also be realised in the
model. The resulting CKM-like mixing matrix of charged leptons modies the vanishing




2, in excellent agreement with experimental
results. A Dirac CP violation phase 12 ' =2 is required to make the deviation from 12
small. We also present some phenomenological numerical results predicted by the model.
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1 Introduction
In the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics the charged fermions, quarks and charged
leptons, are massive fermions, while neutrinos are massless in SM. However the decit of the
observed neutrinos with respect to the theoretical predicted ones leads to the two famous
puzzles in neutrino physics, i.e., the longstanding solar neutrino puzzle [1{3] and the atmo-
spherical neutrino anomaly [4{12] before 1998. The puzzles can be explained through the
neutrino oscillation mechanism, which indicate that the neutrinos are also massive and lep-
ton avors are mixed. The discovery of neutrino oscillations [13, 14] convinced people that
neutrinos have tiny masses. Meanwhile the seesaw mechanism [15{18] seems to be a graceful

















with the observed mixing angles can not be explained through seesaw mechanism. Solar
and atmospherical neutrino oscillation experiments have measured leptonic mixing angles
with great accuracy. The resulting lepton mixing Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata ma-
trix UPMNS [19, 20] can be well compatible with the simple Tri-Bimaximal (TBM) mixing





























, but 13 = 0. The two nonzero leptonic
mixing angles 12 and 

23 are predicted to be rather large by contrast with the quark mixing
angles, which are known to be very small [23]. Besides the Tri-Bimaximal mixing pattern
ansatz, similar simple mixing patterns with vanishing 13 were proposed, such as Bimaximal
(BM) [24{26], Golden-Ratio (GR) [27{31] and Democratic [32{34] mixing patterns. The
simple patterns suggest some kind of underlying non-Abelian discrete avor symmetry Gf
would exist in the lepton sector at least. Indeed the mixing patterns have been paid a
lot of attention in the avor model buidlding community. For the avor models based on
the typical discrete symmetries, please see refs. [35{39] for a review. The models based on
continuous groups have been proposed [40{47]. By adding higher order corrections, most
of the models can give rise to a non-zero reactor angle 13  O(2c), with c = sin c ' 0:22
being Wolfenstein parameter [48], where c is the Cabibbo angle. The resulting small 13
was within the range of global ts [49] before the determinate large 13 Daya Bay [50, 51]
neutrino experiment measured. The deviations from the TBM values of 12 and 23 are
also at most O(2c) when subleading eects are included, which is in agreement at 3 error
range with the experimental data or say global ts.
The Daya Bay Collaboration [50, 51] now has conrmed a larger 13 with a signicance
of 7.7 (the rst is 5.2) standard deviations from the reactor e ! e oscillations. The best-
t result in 1 range is
sin2 213 = 0:089 0:010(stat) 0:005(syst); (1.2)
which is equivalent to 13 ' 8:7  0:8. And the RENO [52] also reported that
sin2 213 = 0:113 0:013(stat) 0:019(syst): (1.3)
The updated Daya Bay [53] data is measured to remarkable accuracy: sin2 213 = 0:084
0:005 or 13  8:4  0:2. Even before the Daya Bay result, however, there have emerged
direct evidence of large 13 from T2K [54], MINOS [55] and Double Chooz [56]. The
accurate nonzero reactor angle 13 implies Tri-Bimaximal mixing pattern and else would






4 which TBM predicted as the leading order (LO) result of
a model. The phenomenological favored value 13  c=
p
2, although now is intension

















consideration for obtaining the large 13 from zero, the most popular and well motivated
correction to TBM mixing is the contributions from charged lepton mixing, especially
inducing a sizable e12  c is viable in the Grand Unied Theories (GUT) avor models,
see [57, 58] as example. The gauge symmetry groups are usually chose as SU(5), SO(10)
or Pati-Salam context SU(4)C SU(2)L SU(2)R. The simplest GUT gauge symmetry
group is SU(5) [59], in which matter elds of standard model are assigned to be 5 and 10
dimensional representations. In a generical GUT scheme the down-type quark and charged
lepton Yukawa matrices are the crucial factor to produce GUT relations that connect 13
with Cabibbo angle, see [60, 61]. We remark that a series of models based on discrete
avor symmetry group together with a GUT gauge group have been proposed, for example
the SU(5) A4 [62{64], SU(5)S4 [26, 65{69] and SU(5)T 0 [70], SO(10)A4 [71{73],
SO(10)S4 [74{80], SO(10)PSL2(7) [81, 82] and SO(10)27 [83]. Most of the GUT
avor models also generically give rise to 13  O(2c), while only few models based on
dierent ansatz, such as Bimaximal [25, 26], or empirical relation such as Quark-Lepton
Complementarity (QLC) [78] may lead to sizable 13  O(c). The other way to achieve
the sizable 13 is the introduction of non-singlets such as the SU(5) adjoint elds 24, which
split the heavy messenger masses and give rise to new novel GUT Yukawa coupling ratios
of quark-lepton. For the realistic GUT avor models based on the mechanism one can refer
to, such as [84{86].
In this paper we propose a SUSY SU(5) GUT avor model, with S4Z4Z6Z5Z2 as
avor symmetry groups. The avor symmetry S4 can be spontaneously broken by Vacuum
Expectation Values (VEV) of avon elds in  which is divided into e in charged fermion
sector and  in neutrino sector. The assumption we adopted is similar with ref. [87], of
which the VEVs of e and  allow a moderate hierarchy: hi  chei. The dynamical
tricky assumption makes the PMNS13 around O(c) possible. The neutrino masses are
simply generated through type-I see-saw mechanism. Tri-Bimaximal mixing pattern is
produced exactly at LO, and even still holds exactly at next to next to leading order
(NNLO) in neutrino sector, which is a salient feature of our model. The charged fermion
mass hierarchies are controlled by spontaneously broken of the avor symmetry without
introducing Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism [88]. Both up- and down-type quarks obtain their
masses with proper order of magnitude and the correct quark mixing matrix VCKM can be
realised in the model.
The masses of charged leptons are similar with those of down-type quarks regardless of
the dierent group-theoretical Clebsch-Gordan (CG) coecients. Due to the introduction
of an adjoint eld H24, the resulting novel CG factors lead to a new mass ratio between
electron and down quark, namely me=md = 8=27, which is a phenomenological favored
result. The famous Georgi-Jarlskog relation m = 3ms and bottom-tau unication m =
mb are also maintained in the model. The mixing angle 
e
12  c is also achieved by
the specic GUT-scale relation between the angle and mass ratio me=m [57]. Finally the
CKM-like mixing matrix of charged leptons would modify the vanishing 13 in TBM mixing
to a large PMNS13 ' c=
p
2, in excellent agreement with experimental determinations.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the basic strategic considera-

















assumption on avon VEVs and the role of the adjoint H24. In section 3 we introduce all
matter elds and avons, and the predictions for the fermions masses and mixings at LO
are presented. In section 4 the vacuum alignment are justied by minimizing the potential.
Section 5 is devoted to the subleading corrections to the VEVs of the avons, the LO
masses and mixings of fermions. In section 6 we show a bit of phenomenology of the model
predicted in numerical results. Section 7 is our conclusion.
2 The strategy and assumptions
In a large class of avor models that give arise to TBM and else mixing patterns with
or without GUT context, the angle 13 is usually about O(2c)  3 by taking subleading
corrections into account. In order to obtain the sizable mixing angle 13  O(c), the most
popular and well-motivated correctional approach can be provided by the large charged
lepton mixing contributions. The fully lepton mixing matrix UPMNS = V
`y
L U in which U
is usually taken TBM, BM or GR as rst order approximation, while V `L is not uniquely
determined. The general model-independent studies on the deviations from TBM mixing
with the contributions of V `L have been proposed, see refs. [89{94] as examples.
One of the aims in the work is to generate a large mixing e12 in charged lepton sector.
In the context of unied theory the Yukawa matrices of charged leptons and down quarks
are unied in single joint operators, which provide a possible approach to generating a larger
mixing angle e12 ' c. Nevertheless, the resulting mixing angle and masses should satisfy
some specic GUT-scale relations in order to t the realistic phenomenological constrains.
However the traditional unied operators which give rise to some GUT-scale mass relations,
such as the popular Georgi-Jarlskog (GJ) relations [95] m = 3ms and me ' 13md will lead
to e12 ' c=3. As consequence the GJ factor of 3 leads to 13 ' c=3
p
2 in a large
class of GUT avor models, which now contradicts with experimental data. For achieving
13 ' c=
p
2 in GUT avor models, the basic strategic considerations has been suggested
in [57, 60, 61, 96]. A dierent strategy without GUT can be seen in [97, 98]. Note that
the Yukawa matrices we mentioned are taken to be equivalent to the mass matrices, or
say mij = yijv with the value of Higgs VEV v being xed at the electroweak scale EW .
Without loss of generality we consider the upper 22 part of down quarks Yukawa matrices
with a vanishing 11-entry for simplicity, the desired Yukawa matrices that lead to d;e12 ' c

















in which parameters a; b and c are suitable complex numbers that can give rational mag-
nitude order of the quark masses md ' jab=cj and ms ' jcj and the desired mixing angle
d12 ' jb=cj ' c, thus the Cabibbo angle can be derived. Similarly the charged lepton
masses me = j caacbbccc j and m ' ccc and the mixing angle e12 ' j caaccc j, where the CG
factors ca;b;c are uniquely determined by SU(5) contractions. The mixing angle 
e
12 is, how-






















. The mixing angle e12 ' c can be achieved only when the CG ratio
j cccb j  O(2=c) is satised since the order of the mass ratio
me
m
 3c=2 and d12  c.
For satisfying the ratio the CG factors in the Yukawa matrix Ye should be chose
















which predict j cccb j = 12 or j
cc
cb
j = 81=8. Both Yukawa textures satisfy the ratio j cccb j 
O(2=c) and also require a=c ' c. The above structures demand the introduction of non-
singlet elds, such as adjoint elds 24 in either the numerator (rst Ye) or the denominator
(second Ye) of the eective operators. Only in the methods can we obtain new predictions
of Yukawa coupling ratios. For such realistic models one can refer to [84{86]. However we
nd that there exists another possible structure of Ye which preserves the Georgi-Jarlskog
relation and the ratio j cccb j = 81=8 still holds. The texture of Ye is the metamorphosis of







It is an important goal to obtain above Ye in the model. The CG factor  3 arises from
the conventional GJ Higgs H45, and the novel CG factor   827 is due to the VEV of the
adjoint H24 appears in the denominator of eective operators. The non-singlet elds are
essential to make the masses (size around GUT scale) of the components of the messenger
split by CG coecients [99]. Finally the CG factors enter inversely in the desired Yukawa
matrix elements and the new predictions arise.
Another diculty in generating the desired Yukawa structures and hence the mixings
is the vacuum alignments which arise from the spontaneously broken avor symmetry. De-
noting the general scalar avon elds with , S4 can be spontaneously broken by the VEVs
of avons in  which is divided into two sets: e = f'; ; ; ; #; ; g in charged fermion
sector and  = f;; g in neutrino sector. We also assume a moderate hierarchy be-
tween the VEVs of e and  : hi  chei, to induce a=c ' c. For sake of convenience
two small expansion parameters  and  are introduced as
hei

   2c ;
hi

   3c : (2.4)
The assumption provides a possibility to generate the desired relation between (21) and
(22) elements in eq. (2.2) and eq. (2.3). In fact the angle e12  c in the model is produced
by the ratio hi=hei  c. The specic dynamical tricks are in principle allowed by
\separated" scalar potential, which is guaranteed by the auxiliary Abelian avor symmetry
GA. The GA separates the scalar potential of the avons in e and  generically as follows
V (e;) = V(
)jLO + Ve(e)jLO + V ( ;e)jsub (2.5)
where V ( ;e)jsub is the subleading scalar potential, at least at NLO, and is usually

















the case for subleading corrections at NLO and/or NNLO. The scalar potential is \fully"
separated while V ( ;e)jsub = V (e)jsub or V ( ;e)jsub = V ()jsub, which makes a
hierarchy between hei and hi possible, see Lin's work in ref. [87]. In our model the
auxiliary avor group is chosen as GA = Z4  Z6  Z5  Z2.
However in the present GUT avor model the \fully" separated scalar potential is not
exactly the same as that in Lin's proposal. The subleading scalar potential is separated as
V ( ;e)jsub = V ()jNNLO + V (e;)jNLO +    (2.6)
where the dots stand for higher order subleading terms. The scalar potential of  is
separated at both LO and NNLO, thus the magnitude of hi= is not necessarily the
same as that of hei=. Actually it is feasible to build a model for TBM based on the
S4 symmetry with the allowed hierarchy in eq. (2.4). The hierarchy assumption not only
gives arise to the large e12  c, but also produces the correct up quark mass at LO. The




c : 1, we note that
8c can be not only given by 
4, but also by 2. Indeed the mass of up quark is given by
the avon combinations of order 2 at leading order operators. To a certain extent the
hierarchical VEVs of e and  are even necessary in the present model.
3 The construction of the model
In this section we introduce the SUSY SU(5)S4 GUT avor model with the auxiliary
Abelian Z4  Z6  Z5  Z2 shaping symmetries. The avor symmetry group S4 is the
permutation group of four objects, as well as the invariance group of octahedron and
cube. It has 24 elements, which can be generated by two basic permutations S and T as
the generators:
S4 = T 3 = (ST 2)2 = 1 (3.1)
In group theory the generic permutation can be expressed by (1; 2; 3; 4)! (n1; n2; n3; n4) 
(n1n2n3n4). The two basic permutations S = (2341) and T = (2314) is used to generate
the elements of S4. The group has ve inequivalent irreducible representations: two three-
dimensional representations 31 and 32, one 2-dimensional 2, and two one-dimensional 11
and 12 representations. The multiplication rules are presented as follows:
11 
 r = r 
 11 = r; 12 
 12 = 11; 12 
 2 = 2; 12 
 31 = 32; 12 
 32 = 31;
2
 2 = 11  12  2; 2
 31 = 31  32; 2
 32 = 31  32;
31 
 31 = 32 
 32 = 11  2 31  32; 31 
 32 = 12  2 31  32 (3.2)
The detailed irreducible representation matrices and the matrices of generators S, T are
presented in appendix A. In the model matter elds, Higgs and avon elds are assigned
to be dierent representations of gauge group SU(5). All matter elds in SU(5) are unied
into 5 and 10 dimensional representations, denoted by F and T1;2;3, respectively. The
Higgs elds include the SU(5) 5, 5, 45 and 45-dimensional representations. The only

















Field T3 T2 T1 F N
c H5 H5 H45 H45 H24
SU(5) 10 10 10 5 1 5 5 45 45 24
S4 11 12 11 31 31 11 11 12 11 11
Z4 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 i i  1
Z6 !  ! 1 !2 1  ! !  !  !2 !
Z5 1 ! !
2 1 1 1 !4 1 !3 1
Z2 1 1  1 1  1 1  1  1  1 1
U(1)R 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Table 1. Transformation properties of the matter elds and Higgs elds in the model, where
! = ei=3 for Z6 group and ! = e
i2=5 for Z5 group.
right handed neutrinos N c and all avon elds in  are SU(5) gauge singlets 1. All the
elds are also assigned to be dierent representations of the avor symmetry group S4 and
the auxiliary shaping symmetries ZN . The rst and third generations of 10 dimensional
representations T1 and T3 are all assigned to be 11 of S4 singlet. The second generation of
10 dimensional representation T2 is assigned to be 12 of S4. Right-handed neutrinos N
c
and three generations of 5 F are all assigned to be 31 of S4. The Higgs H5;5;45 and the
adjoint H24 are all assigned to be 11 of S4, while H45 is to be 12 of S4. The avon elds
in , which include all possible S4 representations, are introduced to break the S4 avor
symmetry spontaneously. To be specic, the left-handed down-type quarks in three colors
and doublet leptons are collected in SU(5) representation 5 as




G e   ) (3.3)
whereas the representation 10 contains SU(2)L doublet quarks as well as up-type quark





0  ucG ucB  uR  dR
ucG 0  ucR  uB  dB
 ucB ucR 0  uG  dG
uR uB uG 0  ec





where i = 1; 2; 3 indicates the fermions family indices of standard model (SM), and R;B;G
stand for the color indices. The matter elds and Higgs in the SU(5)S4Z4Z6Z5Z2
model, with their transformation properties under the avor symmetry group, are listed in
table 1. The avon elds and the additional gauge singlets 0, the driving elds '0, 0, 0,
0, 0 and 0, 0, 0, are listed in table 2. We also introduce a global U(1)R continuous
symmetry which meant a R-parity discrete subgroup. The driving elds carry +2 U(1)R
charge, which made them linearly appear in the superpotential. Matter elds and heavy
right-handed neutrinos are charged with +1 U(1)R charge, while all Higgs elds and avons
are uncharged.
In the following we shall present the model in detail. The masses and mixings of
fermions arise from the spontaneously avor symmetry breaking by the avon elds acquir-

















Field '    #      '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S4 31 2 32 11 11 31 11 31 2 12 31 11 32 11 31 32 2 11
Z4  1  1 1  i i i i 1 1  1 1 1 1  1  1 1 1 1
Z6 !
2 !2  !  1  1 ! ! 1 1 1 !2 !2 !2 1  ! 1 1 1
Z5 ! ! !
2 !4 !4 ! ! 1 1 1 !3 !3 !3 !2 !3 1 1 1
Z2  1  1 1  1  1  1  1  1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
U(1)R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Table 2. Transformation properties of avons and driving elds in the model.
mass hierarchies and mixings. For the time being the VEVs of the scalar components of
the avon elds are justied as the natural solutions of the scalar potential in section 4,




1CA ; hi = v  0
1
!
; hi = v
0B@ 00
1




hi = v; hi = v; h#i = v#; (3.5)




1CA ; hi = v 1
1
!
; hi = v (3.6)
for avons in  sector. The VEVs of ', ,  and  break S4 completely, since acting
on the vacua with T or T 2 the directions of them are invariant except an overall phase,
while those of  and  are invariant under the four elements 1, S2, TST and TSTS2.
Moreover the order of magnitude for the VEVs hei and hi are taken as 2c and 3c,
respectively. The reason for the constrains on the order of the VEVs is that they should
be responsible for the strong mass hierarchies of charged fermions. The small expansion
parameters  = h
ei
 and  =
hi
 are used in the following discussions.
3.1 Neutrino
The right-handed neutrinos are SU(5) singlet 1 in the model, thus the light neutrino masses
are only generated through type-I seesaw mechanism
m =  mTDM 1M mD (3.7)
where the mD and MM are Dirac and Majorana mass matrices respectively. The two ma-
trices are derived from the superpotential invariant under the avor symmetry. Concretely










MN cN c (3.8)
The rst two terms contribute to Dirac masses and the last one is Majorana righted-handed

















scalar elds  and , see eq. (4.14). Note that hi and hi are invariant by acting the
elements 1, S2, TST and TSTS2 on them, hence the avor symmetry is broken down to
the Klein four subgroup. After Electroweak and avor symmetry breaking as Higgs eld
and avons developing their VEVs, neutrinos will gain their masses. For Dirac neutrino








0B@ 0 1 11 1 0
1 0 1
1CA (3.9)
and Majorana mass matrix is
MM =
0B@M 0 00 0 M
0 M 0
1CA (3.10)
The eigenvalues of Majorana mass matrix MM can be diagonalized by unitary
transformation












where  is a phase parameter. All three right-handed neutrinos are degenerate with mass
equal to M, the unitary transformation cannot be solely determined.




 mU = Diag(m1;m2;m3) (3.12)
where the light neutrino masses m1;m2;m3 are
m1 =
  (3a  b)2M
 v252 ; m2 =
  4b2M
 v252 ; m3 =
(3a+ b)2M
 v252 (3.13)
in which a = y1v, b = y2v. While the unitary matrix U in eq. (3.12) is given by





















0B@ ei#1=2 0 00 ei#2=2 0
0 0 ei#3=2
1CA (3.14)
Thus the famous TBM mixing matrix is obtained at LO exactly. The phases #i; i = 1; 2; 3

























Note that the lepton PMNS mixing matrix is often parameterized by the standard PDG
form as
U` =
0B@ c12c13 s12c13 s13e i13 s12c23   c12s23s13ei13 c12c23   s12s23s13ei13 s23c13



























where cij = cos ij , sij = sin ij with ij 2 [0; =2]. The Dirac CP violating phase 13, the
two Majorana CP violating phases 1 and 2 are all permitted to vary in the period of
0  2. In the following we shall identify the two Majorana phases as i = #3   #i and
express them in terms of the lightest neutrino mass.
Here let us leave the angles and phases for a moment and estimate the scale of M and
the range of lightest neutrino mass in both hierarchies. The mass square dierences have








 0:047  10 3eV2 (NH)
m2atm =  2:449+0:048 0:047  10 3eV2 (IH)
(3.17)
where NH (IH) stands for normal (inverted) hierarchy of mass spectrum. Despite of the
discrepancy of specic values and their accuracy, another works of global t data can be
seen in ref. [104{107]. The magnitude of masses mi can be roughly estimated around 10
 2
eV{10 1 eV, and v5 is electroweak sclale  102 GeV, then generally the scale of M will be
M  101112 GeV: (3.18)



























  1 : (3.20)
Taking into account the experimental values of two mass dierences, cf. eq. (3.17), we have
only one free parameter left, which can be chosen to be the lightest neutrino mass (m1 in
NH or m3 in IH) for convenient. Imposing the constraint j cos j  1, one could obtain the
limits for the lightest neutrino masses as
m1  0:011eV; NH
m3  0:028eV; IH (3.21)
where only the best t values are used in the estimation.
The Majorana phases in the PDG standard parameterization are naively dened as
1 = #3   #1; 2 = #3   #2; (3.22)
inserting the expressions of #i, R and , cf. eq. (3.15) and eq. (3.20), respectively, yield
sin1 =
12R(1  9R2) sin 
(1 + 9R2)2   36R2 cos2  ; cos1 =
(1  9R2)2   36R2 sin2 
(1 + 9R2)2   36R2 cos2 
sin2 =
6R sin (1 + 3R cos )
1 + 9R2 + 6R cos 
; cos2 =
1 + 9R2 cos 2 + 6R cos 


















The two Majorana phases 1 and 2 can take two dierent sets of values in principle which
corresponding to sin  > 0 and sin  < 0, respectively. The reason is that the neutrino
mass order which can be either NH or IH determines the sigh of cos . The Dirac CP
phase 13 is undetermined for the vanishing 13 in TBM mixing.
Besides the operators in eq. (3.8), it is worth to consider eective operators, i.e., the
higher dimensional Weinberg operators [110] would also contribute to neutrino masses. In






























where the operators Oi represent the following specic S4 contractions of avons in 
O11i = f()11 ; ()11 ; g; O2i = f()2; ()2g; O31i = f()31 ; ()31g
(3.25)







0B@ 1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
1CA+ y(2)
0B@ 0 1 11 1 0
1 0 1
1CA+ y(31)
0B@ 2  1  1 1 2  1
 1  1 2
1CA (3.26)
in which the coecients are






























One can realize the structure of mW is exactly the same as that of mD in eq. (3.9) and
of MM in eq. (3.10) combined, hence it can be exactly diagonalized by TBM mixing matrix
mdiagW = U
T
TBmWUTB = Diag(mW1;mW2;mW3); (3.28)
where the light eective neutrino masses mW1, mW2 and mW3 come from the Weinberg
operators, they are given by
mW1 = y
(11)  y(2) + 3y(31); mW2 = y(11) + 2y(2); mW3 =  y(11) + y(2) + 3y(31) (3.29)
Obviously we can compare the relative magnitude between mdiag and m
diag
W with the
assumption that all couplings, y1;2 , and y




















respectively, where the Greek indices denote the SU(5) tensor contractions, the Latin indices are the fermion

















The contribution to neutrino mass would be larger than the seesaw one if the Weinberg
operator has cuto W  GUT. In order to avoid the problem we will require W 
GUT, such that W  Planck, then the 5-dimensional eective operator can be neglected.
3.2 Up-type quarks
The masses of up-type quarks are generated by S4 symmetry breaking in the invariant
superpotential at LO. The enormous mass hierarchies among up-type quarks should be
guaranteed by the VEVs of scalar avons. At LO the invariant superpotential under the
whole symmetry groups is simply as2





















where the operators read
OU1i = f;; g; OU2i = f; ; g (3.32)
Then after the scalar elds develop their VEVs in eqs. (4.3) and (4.6) and gauge symmetry












0  8yct v v45 8ytv5
1CA+ 8
0B@ 0 0 00 0 y0ct2v45
0  y0ct2v45 y0t2v5
1CA (3.33)
Then mass matrix can be diagonalized by the bi-unitary transformation
mU = U
y
RMUUL = Diag(mu;mc;mt) (3.34)
in which the mass eigenvalues are
mu =
  8yu vvv3 v5






; mt = j8ytv5j (3.35)
where the small contributions from the second matrix in eq. (3.33) is safely dropped or
say reabsorbed into the redenition of the couplings yt and yct. In fact all the correctional
contributions to the (33) element can be reabsorbed into the yt whose order of magnitude
is not changed. We can summarize that all the masses of up-type quarks are obtained at
LO, particularly the top quark mass is produced at tree level. The mass hierarchy between
charm and top quark is obtained given that the v and v# of order 
2
c. The up quark
is also produced the correct order by means of v  2c and v;  3c. The mass













the Greek indices indicates the SU(5) tensor contractions and, Latin indices i; j = 1; 2; 3, are family indices.
Here we don't write the S4 contractions because all contractions in S4 space should be rst reduced to
that in SU(5) space. The SU(5) tensor contractions are more fundamental ones for the calculations, the





















c : 1. Due to the quantity 
8
c is
only comprised of the combination 2 rather than 4, we can conclude that the hierarchical
VEVs of e and  are essential in the model, as declared in section 2.
After diagonalize the mass matrix (3.33), one can note that the mixing of up-type
quarks only exists between charm quark and top quark, which is an experimental acceptable
feature of our model. Thus the form of the resulting mixing matrix UL is rather simple
UL =
0B@ 1 0 00 1 Su23
0  Su23 1
1CA (3.36)
with the mixing angles
Su12 = S
u












where Suij is the sine of mixing angles and C
u
ij ' 1 is assumed. In the following section
we may aware of the (23) and (32) elements of CKM mixing matrix are totally deter-
mined by Su23.
3.3 Down-type quarks and charged leptons
The matter elds appeared in the superpotential wU in eq. (3.31) which gives rise to
the masses of up-type quarks only include the SU(5) 10-dimension representational Ti
(i = 1; 2; 3), while down-type quarks and charged leptons are not the case. The down-type
quark elds (and charged lepton elds) and their conjugate elds are assigned to be 10
and 5 representations of SU(5), respectively. Consequently the superpotential of down-
type quarks and charged leptons is comprised of Ti and F together with the down-type
Higgs elds H5;45 and the avons. In addition the adjoint eld H24 plays a important role
to gain the novel CG factors that can lead to a desired GUT relation between masses and
mixing angle, as elucidated in section 2. To be specic the LO superpotential which gives

































T3FOD4i H5 +   
(3.38)
where dots stand for higher order operators, and the operators OD are
OD1i = f; g; OD2i = f; g;
OD3i = f; ; g; OD4i = f'; '; '; '; ; g: (3.39)
3Similarly it is easy to write the basic contractions of these operators in SU(5) space: TiFjH5 =






















The operators involved OD in eq. (3.38) should include all possible independent S4 contrac-
tions. The down-type quarks and charged leptons in the superpotential eq. (3.38) would
obtain their masses as the Higgs elds and avon elds developing their VEVs after the
symmetries are broken. Note that the operators involved OD3i have vanishing contribution
to the entries of Yukawa matrix. With the VEVs of the avons and Higgses, the mass
matrix of down-type quarks is immediately derived as follows
MD =









where the coecients ydij (i; j=1, 2, 3) and those with primes are linear combinations of LO
coecients. The (21) element implies ve=hH24i  , or equivalently hH24i  ,4 which
is an essential condition to obtain the proper order of magnitude for the masses of down
quark and electron, and hence for the hierarchies of all the masses. Similarly the mass
matrix of charged leptons which is equivalent to the transposed MD is given as
M` =












The CG coecients which manifest in the entries of the mass matrices are determined by
the way of the tensors contracted in SU(5) space. The two mass matrices MD and M` can
be diagonalized by the similar bi-unitary transformations as in up quark sector




L = diag(me;m;m ): (3.42)
The mass eigenvalues of down type quarks are
md '
  yd21yd12yd22 2v5
; ms ' (yd22 + yd022)2v45 + yd21yd12yd22 2v5
; mb ' jyd33v45j (3.43)
and those of charged leptons are
me '
 827 yd21yd12yd22 2v5
; m '   3(yd22 + yd022)2v45   8yd21yd1227yd22 2v5
; m ' jyd33v5j
(3.44)
From the mass expressions in eq. (3.43) and eq. (3.44), one can easily nd that bottom
quark and tau lepton have the same mass, and the mass of muon is three times of that of
strange quark, and the mass of electron is 827 of that of down quark
m ' mb; m ' 3ms; me ' 8
27
md; (3.45)




v24diag(1; 1; 1;  32 ;  32 ), which


















The bottom-tau unication and Georgi-Jarlskog relation [95] are produced in the model,
and a new novel mass ratio memd which is favored in phenomenology is obtained. The above






' 10:1, which is well within the 1 range discussed in [112], i.e., the double





 10:71:80:8 : (3.46)






= 9, deviates from the phenomenological favored result more than 2.
The unitary transformation matrices DL and V
`


























































The complete quark mixing matrix VCKM is composed of mixing matrices of both up-type




then we can directly get all elements of CKM matrix





































It is an experimental constrains that Vus and Vcd are Cabibbo angle c, Vub and Vtd are of
order 3c , which all demands a ne tuning between v45 and v5: v45  cv5. Adding this
condition, we can easily check that the quark CKM mixing matrix is produced correctly.
The Cabibbo angle are determined by the mixing between the rst and second family
down-type quarks, the parameters yd21 and y
d
22 are of order one was assumed. Vcb and Vts
are determined by mixing between second and third generation left-handed up quarks .
Similarly the resulting lepton mixing matrix UPMNS is written as
UPMNS = V
`y

















The desired CKM-like mixing matrix V `L in eq. (3.48) implies a large mixing angle between
the rst and the second generation of charged leptons, and it will remarkably change the
lepton mixing, although the TBM mixing is exactly produced in neutrino sector. After










































As elucidated in section 2, the ratio of CG coecients j cccb j  O(2=c) is required to obtain
the large angle e12  c in the GUT relation with the phenomenological mass ratio mem and
d12. In the present model the value of the ratio j cccb j is 818 , which satises the requirement
of order O(2=c). Then we can conclude that the mixing matrix V `L is accurate enough to
hold e12  c and hence the empirical relation PMNS13 ' c=
p
2 is obtained.
The large PMNS13 arises from the contribution of charged lepton sector, and 
PMNS
12
prominent deviates from its TBM value in the case. Since the reactor experiments have
showed that lepton mixing angle PMNS13 are about c=
p
2, which meant jyd12
yd22

 j  c, then






 sin2 PMNS12   13
  23c;
 sin2 PMNS23   12
  2c4 (3.53)
The relations are compatible with leptonic mixing sum rules [89]. Recall that the ex-
perimental value of PMNS12 [101{103] is very close to TBM value, the large departure is
seemingly unsuitable. Setting the expansion parameters  and  to be positive real num-
bers for simplicity, the problem could be settled by taking into account of a Dirac CP









22), since the expan-
sion parameters  = hi= and  = hei= are in general complex numbers as ydijs. The
phases of  and , however, can be incorporated by the phases of ydijs. Ignoring the higher













The correlation has been given in [89] as mentioned before, and similar result with minus

















has been obtained in ref. [58]. In order to be consistent with the TBM value, the phase 12
should be around =2 or  =2 so that the sizable departure vanishes, or at least decreases
to be of order 2c . The detailed study about the link between CP violation and charged
lepton corrections to mixing angles is beyond the scope of the present work, one may
refer [108] for example.
4 Vacuum alignment
The vacuum alignment would be discussed as the natural solution of the scalar poten-
tial. The problem can be solved by so-called supersymmetric driving eld method in-
troduced by Altarelli and Feruglio in ref. [100]. At LO, the superpotential of driving
elds, which is invariant under the avor symmetry S4  Z4  Z6  Z5  Z2, is given by
wd = w
e
d('0; 0; 0; 0; 0) + w

d(0;0; 0) where
wd = g1'0''+ g2('0')2 + h10('')11 + h20()11 + g3M0+ g40(')32
+q10 + q20##+ r10 + r20
+f10()32 + f20()2 + f30 + f40 + f50()11 + f60()11 : (4.1)
The vacuum alignments of all avons in e and  are determined by deriving wd with
respect to each component of the driving elds 0 in SUSY limit. After minimized the
derivative equations and solved each unknown component of all avons, the VEVs struc-
tures of the avons can be obtained. Usually the solutions are not uniquely determined,
we should choose one set by taking into account some constrained conditions. The detailed















3   '1'2) + g2(1'3 + 2'1) = 0
@wd
@01
= g3M1 + g4('32   '21) = 0
@wd
@02
= g3M3 + g4('22   '11) = 0
@wd
@03





1 + 2'2'3) + 2h212 = 0 (4.2)




1CA ; hi = v  0
1
!





















v' =   g2
2g1
v; v =   g2g4
2g1g3M
v2; v undetermined (4.4)
another solution of the form hv'i = (1; 1; 1)T v'; hi = (1; 1; 1)T v; hi = (1; 1)T v is
forbidden by the last term in eq. (4.2).





2 = 0 (4.5)
The equation in (4.5) lead to the following non-trivial solution





v2#; v# undetermined (4.7)
The VEVs of the above avon elds in e will mainly determine the diagonal elements
of mass matrices of charged fermions at LO, while the other two avons  and  in e
















3   12) + r22 = 0 (4.8)




1CA ; hi = v; (4.9)
with
v =   r2
2r1
v; v undetermined (4.10)




1CA ; hi = v; (4.11)





















with v undetermined. The rst solution in eq. (4.9) is chosen as the valid solution in our
model. As elucidated in [68], the vacuum congurations of eqs. (4.3), (4.6), (4.9) and (4.14)
are not the unique solutions of respective minimization equations. The other minima of the
scalar potential can be derived by acting the original VEVs eqs. (4.3), (4.6), (4.9) and (4.14)
with the elements of the avor group S4. Nevertheless, the new minima which are equivalent
to the original ones can not lead to dierent physical results, i.e., the resulting fermion
masses and mixing parameters are exactly the same as the original minima did. Hence
without of generality the original vacuum alignments are chosed in the model, and the
other scenarios with dierent phases only are related by the eld redenitions. Besides the
non-trivial solutions, the trivial solutions with vanishing avon VEVs cannot be excluded
in principle, either. The problem could be solved by the introduction of the soft mass
terms with the form m2 jj2 + m2jj2 + ~m22 + ~m22 for  and . By taking the mass
parameters m2; and ~m
2
; to be negative values, one can check that only the congurations
in eqs. (4.3), (4.6), (4.9) and (4.14) can be the lowest minimum of scalar potential and
more stable than the vanishing ones.




= f1(12  23) = 0
@wd
@02
= f1(11  22) = 0
@wd
@03

















= f4 + f5(
2
1 + 223) + 2f612 = 0 (4.13)




1CA ; hi = v 1
1
!









f3f5   2f2f6 v
2
 ; v undetermined (4.15)
The solution (4.14) is used to produce the Tri-Bimaximal mixing pattern in the follow-
ing sections.
The LO results in previous sections imply that the order of magnitude for hei and








































It is natural to require the subleading corrections to hei should be smaller than m=m 
O(2c), or even more strictly smaller than me=m  O(3c). Because of the constrain of
the auxiliary Abelian shaping symmetries Z4Z6Z5Z2, the subleading corrections to
superpotential wed and w

d are suppressed by 1= and 1=
2, respectively, see appendix B
for detail.
Next we shall briey discuss the SU(5) GUT breaking scenario in the present scheme.
The Higgs sector is composed of H5, H5, H45, H45, and the gauge group is broken by the
VEV of the adjoint eld H24. The LO invariant interactions between the Higgs superelds




















in which the operators OHi include the following contractions of S4
OHi = f; ()11 ; ()11 ; ()31 ; ()31g (4.18)
Plugging the VEVs of the avons appear in the above equation, we can obtain the following


























The superpotential in equation (4.17) breaks U(1)R due to all the elds involved carrying
0 unit U(1)R charge. Even taking into account the operators with the driving elds,
Higgs elds and avon elds combined together, the vanishing VEVs of the driving elds
signify the operators have no contributions to the scalar potential. In order to completely
understand the GUT symmetry breaking, one may consider the ultraviolet (UV) completion
of the eective model. By adding the elds with non-zero unit U(1)R charge, a U(1)R
conserving superpotential can give rise to the terms in eq. (4.17). For the examples of the
ultraviolet completion in realistic avor models, please see refs. [85, 86].
5 Corrections
The subleading corrections to superpotentials above arise from the higher dimensional
operators which are suppressed by at least one power of 1= and constrained by the sym-

















shifts of LO VEVs in e and  . Fermions' correctional masses and mixing matrices are
obtained by adding the higher order operators and the shifted vacua of avon elds. The
combinations , ,  and  are invariant under the auxiliary GA = Z4Z6Z5Z2,
hence it is always viable to add these combinations with any power on the top of each LO
terms. It is expected that the subleading corrections are not impossible to destroy the LO
predictions. Even though the expectation maybe correct, we would also like to present the
detailed analysis of the subleading corrections.
5.1 Corrections to vacuum alignment
Here we just present the nal results of shifted VEVs. The detailed calculation procedure is
presented in appendix B. The modied VEVs of all avons in e are of the form as follows
h'i =
0B@ v'1v' + v'2
v'3






1CA ; hi =
0B@ v + v1v2
v3
1CA ;
hi = v; hi = v + v; h#i = v#; (5.1)
with v, v# and vundetermined. We remark that the correctional results of each component
of the avons in e are dierent. Similarly the shifted vacua of the scalars in  read
hi =
0B@ v + v1v + v2
v + v3
1CA ; hi =  v + v1
v + v2
!
; hi = v ; (5.2)
where v is still undetermined. We also remark that in fact the correctional results of each
components of the avons in  are exactly the same, it is an important feature of the
model which makes the Tri-Bimaximal mixing pattern still holds at subleading corrections
in neutrino sector. Take into account the hierarchical VEVs hei=  2c and hi=  3c ,
and the subleading operators linear in driving elds are suppressed by dierent power of























5.2 Corrections to neutrino
Due to the auxiliary symmetry Z4  Z6  Z5  Z2, the subleading corrections to neutrino
Majorana mass matrix only appear at next to next to leading order (NNLO). The higher
dimensional operators arising from inserting bilinear invariant combinations of ,  and




N cN c()11 +
zc2

N cN c()2 +
zc3








N cN c()11 +
zc6

N cN c()2 +
zc7


















Inserting the LO VEVs of the avons in  , the NNLO corrections to Majorana mass
matrix will be
MM =
0B@ 1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
1CA 3zc1v2 + 2zc5v2 + zc7v2

+
0B@ 0 1 11 1 0
1 0 1
1CA 3zc2v2 + zc6v2

+





We can note the form of MM is still compatible with TBM mixing. Denote the three terms
that following the matrices as S1; S2; S3 respectively, the eigenvalues of the subleading
correctional Majorana masses are easily obtained as follows
dM1 = S1   S2 + 3S3; dM2 = S1 + 2S2; dM3 =  S1 + S2 + 3S3 (5.6)
The possible content that spoils the TBM mixing only arising from Dirac mass terms,
whose corresponding subleading superpotential is comprised of the shifted VEVs at LO













in which the i denotes the shifted vacua of avon 

i , and ci indicate all possible S4
contractions. Substituting the unique LO vacua structures of  in eq. (4.14) and the
shifted VEVs of  in eq. (B.24) into eq. (5.7), one can check that actually the two sets
of superpotential invariants still maintain TBM mixing after symmetry breaking, and the
modied Dirac mass terms are exactly the same as the mass structure in eq. (3.9) at LO
and in eq. (5.5) at NNLO, thus the corrections could be absorbed into Yukawa couplings by
redening parameters yi in the LO part. Note that the contraction 11 of S4 also induces
extra term in Dirac mass matrix, which arise from the second term in above eq. (5.7), i.e.,
the terms with ci = 11, however, can not be absorbed into the redenition of parameters
yi . To be specic the correctional extra Dirac mass matrix is found to be
mD =












Collected all the Dirac mass matrices in eq. (3.9) and eq. (5.8), the structure is exact the
same with eq. (5.5), and can be still diagonalized by TBM mixing matrix. The stability
of TBM mixing in neutrino sector is guaranteed by the stable VEV structures of  , see
appendix B. It is a salient feature of the model that Tri-Bimaximal mixing still holds even
at NNLO.
Take into account these subleading contributions to both Dirac and Majorana mass
matrices, we can easily rewrite the modied light neutrino masses as follows
m1 =
  (3a  b+ c)2M + dM1
 v252 ; m2 =
  (2b+ c)2M + dM2
 v252 ; m3 =


















Note that a, b in above expressions are not exactly the same as in eq. (3.13), because of the
redenition of LO parameters yi by absorbing the corrections to Dirac masses in eq. (5.7).
However the subleading corrections are too small to change the order of magnitudes, we
can treat them unchanged. The extra term c is also extremely small compared with a and
b, which can not aect the magnitude of neutrino mass as well.
5.3 Corrections to charged fermions
There are two sources for the correctional contributions to charged fermions, one is the
higher-dimensional operators, another is the shifted VEVs at LO. The masses and mixings
for charged fermions have been well determined at LO, hence the subleading eects are
expected to be negligible. For sake of simplicity, we shall drop the detailed procedure of
calculations, and focus on the generical results of subleading eects. Ignoring the O(1)
couplings and setting all cuto to be , the higher dimensional invariant operators under
























with m + n > 4, p + q > 4 and r + s > 4. The order of hei and hi imply that the
subleading contributions to the entries of MU and MD from wU and the rst term of wD
are of order 4 or less. Depending on the ways SU(5) indices contract, the largest corrections
of order 2 to second column of MD arise from the operators [FH5]15[T2H24]15(; )31 .
Also the operators give rise to vanishing contributions to M` due to ye=yd = 0 [99]. In
short the higher-dimensional operators contribute negligible eect with respect to the LO
results in section 3.
Plugging the shifted vacua v in eq. (5.3) into the LO superpotential in section 3, one
may check that the correctional mass entries are much smaller than respective LO ones.
All the corrections have no signicant impact on the LO masses, mu;c;t, md;s;b and me;; ,
and mixings VCKM and UPMNS. In conclusion the LO predictions can not be spoiled by the
two types of subleading eects.
6 Phenomenology
The model we have constructed has only analytic form despite of some parameters within
it. In the next step we shall present the phenomenological numerical results of some




2 13, and sin
2 23 to lie in their 3 intervals which are taken from ref. [107]. It
is easy to express the light neutrino mass spectrum with well determined mass dierences
and the lightest neutrino mass mlightest = m1 (m3) in NH (IH) spectrum as follows









IH : m3 < m1 < m2; m1 =
q
m23  m2atm; m2 =
q

































































Figure 1. The allowed region of sin2 PMNS12   sin2 PMNS13 (left panel) and sin2 PMNS23   sin2 PMNS13
(right panel).
























In the numerical analysis all the coupling coecients in analytic expressions, i.e., eq. (3.52),
of mixing angles are taken to random complex numbers with their absolute values (or say
modulus) within an interval [1/2, 3/2], and the small parameters  and  can be xed at
0.05 and 0.01 respectively as demonstration values. The ratio v45=v5 is chosen the typical
value 0.22. The analytic expressions of leptonic mixing angles are shown in eq. (3.52), which
include the deviations from TBM mixing values. Thus we can estimate the allowed region
of mixing parameters numerically. The allowed regions of sin2 PMNS13   sin2 PMNS12 and
sin2 PMNS13  sin2 PMNS23 are shown in gure 1(a) and gure 1(b) respectively. The horizontal
lines show the 3 (green), 2 (black) and 1 (red) boundaries of the mixing angles PMNS12
and PMNS23 , while the vertical line presents the corresponding boundaries of 
PMNS
13 .
As showed in eq. (3.54), the deviation of PMNS12 from its TBM value 

12 is mainly




22 in which we have restricted the
module of yd12=y
d
22 in the interval [1/3, 3]. Thus we can estimate the eect of the phase on
mixing angle PMNS12 , see gure 2. The horizontal lines stand for the condence level as in
gure 1(a), and it is obviously that 12  =2 or  =2 are favoured so that PMNS12 can lie















































Figure 3. Scatter plots of jm3=m2j (left panel) and sum of neutrino masses
P
kmk (right panel)
as the function of the lightest neutrino mass mlightest. In both plots blue corresponds to NH mass
spectrum and red to IH mass spectrum.
6.2 Sum of neutrino masses, Neutrinoless double beta decay
First we consider two simple arithmetical relationship between light neutrino masses: the
ratio jm3=m2j and sum of all masses against the lightest neutrino mass. The plot of the
ratio jm3=m2j and sum of light neutrino mass
P
kmk as function of the lightest neutrino
mass mlightest, which is m1 (m3) for NH (IH) mass spectrum, are shown in gure 3(a)
and gure 3(b), respectively. Note that the horizontal lines in gure 3(b) represents the
cosmological bound at 0.19 eV (black), corresponding to the combined observational data
from [113{122], and the upper bounds 0.23 eV from Planck [123]. The ratio tends to
a degenerate mass spectrum in both cases as the value of mlightest ! 0.1eV which is
disfavoured in the model. The masses sum
P
kmk in the model is predicted too similar
for both hierarchical mass spectrums to be distinguished using the cosmological bound on
the sum of neutrino masses.
The eective Majorana mass jmeej determines the 0 decay amplitude, which is also
the (11) element of neutrino mass matrix in avor basis, and meant a real and diagonal















In the numerical analysis the mass dierences are well-known input parameters, as ex-
plained in the beginning of this section, and the analytic form of mlightest (m1 or m3) in
eq. (5.9) are the single variant of physical quantities jmeej and m . The predicted al-
lowed region of the two eective masses against lightest mass, are shown in gure 4(a) and
gure 4(b). The dashed line in gure 4(a) shows the future sensitivity of CUORE [124]












































Figure 4. Eective Majorana mass of 0 decay jmeej (left panel) and eective mass of beta
decay (right panel) m as the function of the lightest neutrino mass mlightest. In both plots blue
corresponds to NH mass spectrum and red to IH mass spectrum.
which is constrained from the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment [125]. As the mlightest grows
to be around 0.1 eV, jmeej tends to degenerate in both NH and IH mass spectrum.
The  decay eective mass m is predicted to be below the future sensitivity 0.2eV
of the KATRIN [126] experiment, as showed in gure 4(b). The vertical line represents
the sensitivity.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a avor model in the framework of SUSY SU(5) GUT based
on S4  Z4  Z6  Z5  Z2 avor symmetry. In the model the rst and third generations
of 10 dimensional representation in SU(5) are all assigned to be 11 of S4. The second
generation of 10 dimensional is to be 12 of S4. Right-handed neutrinos of singlet 1 in
SU(5) and three generations of 5 in SU(5) are all assigned to be 31 of S4. The avons in 
are divided into e in charged fermion sector and  in neutrino sector, whose VEVs are
of dierent orders of magnitude: hei=  2c and hi=  3c , with c being Cabibbo
angle. Also the energy scale  is below the GUT scale.
The three right-handed neutrinos are SU(5) singlets, and the light neutrino masses
are generated via type-I seesaw mechanism only. The diagonalization of neutrino mass
matrix leads to Tri-Bimaximal mixing pattern at LO, both normal and inverted hierarchy
mass spectrums are allowed. The subleading corrections to both Majorana and Dirac
masses arise from the higher dimensional operators and shifted VEVs lead to the same
mass structures as that at LO, and give no change to the TBM mixing pattern. It is a
salient feature of the present model that TBM mixing still holds exactly at NNLO.
The mass hierarchies of up-type quarks are controlled by the spontaneously symmetry
broken. The top quark obtains its mass purely at tree level, the LO mass of charm quark
is derived only by two avons  and # in e, while the LO mass of up quark is controlled
by three avons:  in e and ;  in  . Due to the moderate hierarchy assumptions
hei  2c and hi  3c, the phenomenological favored mass hierarchies of all three




c : 1. The mixing at

















The mass texture of down-type quarks is similar to that of charged-leptons due to the
same set of GUT operators, despite of the dierent CG factors and transposed relations.
The model predicts that bottom-tau unication mb = m as well as the popular Georgi-
Jarlskog relation m = 3ms. In addition the model also gives a new mass relation between
electron and down quark, namely me =
8
27md. The new ratio arises from the splitted masses
of heavy messenger elds by a specic novel CG factors from GUT symmetry breaking.
Concretely the non-singlet eld is an adjoint representation, H24, of SU(5) in our model.
The novel CG factors caused by hH24i enter inversely in the desired Yukawa textures of
quark-lepton, leading to the new mass relation. The model also gives the CKM quark
mixing matrix and a CKM-like mixing matrix of charged leptons. The resulting Cabibbo
angle c between the rst two families of down-quarks, together with the mixing angle
between the rst and third generations all require a ne tuning v45=v5  c. Combined the
mixing angle u23, all the elements of CKM matrix can be derived properly. On the other
hand the CKM-like mixing matrix of charged leptons also implies a sizable mixing between
electron and muon, given that e12 ' c. The mixing angle is constrained by the GUT





, only with the condition that j cccb j  O(2=c) and d12 ' c, the




which satises the condition. Finally the CKM-like mixing matrix of charged leptons with
e12 ' c modies the vanishing 13 in TBM mixing pattern to a sizable lepton mixing
angle PMNS13 ' c=
p
2, in well compatible with experimental results.
We also present the subleading corrections to avon alignment in detail, and we nd
that all VEVs hi actually receive very small shifts along the same directions of the LO
alignment even at NNLO corrections, but it is not the case for e. The stable solutions
of hi also guarantee the stability of TBM mixing in neutrino sector. The subleading
corrections to charged fermions are negligible with respect to the LO predictions. The
nal results are not altered in order of magnitude even in the expressions. In the end we
show the phenomenological numerical results predicted by the model. Future long base
line neutrino experiments with higher precision is possible to verify or falsify the result
about leptonic CP violating phase predicted in the model. The neutrinoless double beta
decay experiment is also a tool for testing the model, which can discriminate between the
NH spectrum and the IH one.
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A S4 group and representations
The discrete avor group S4, permutation group of four objects, has 24 elements. The two
generators S and T in dierent irreducible presentations are given as follows
11 : S = 1; T = 1 (A.1)

















11 12 2 31 32
C1 1 1 2 3 3
C2 1 1 2  1  1
C3 1 1  1 0 0
C4 1  1 0 1  1
C5 1  1 0  1 1
Table 3. The character table of S4 group.











31 : S =
1
3
0B@  1 2! 2!22! 2!2  1
2!2  1 2!
1CA ; T =
0B@ 1 0 00 !2 0
0 0 !
1CA (A.4)
32 : S =
1
3
0B@ 1  2!  2!2 2!  2!2 1
 2!2 1  2!
1CA ; T =
0B@ 1 0 00 !2 0
0 0 !
1CA (A.5)
where ! = e2i=3 = (i
p
3  1)=2. The ve conjugate classes of S4 group can be written as
C1 : 1
C2 : S2; TS2T 2; T 2S2T
C3 : T; T 2; S2T; S2T 2; STST 2; STS; TS2; T 2S2
C4 : ST 2; T 2S; TST; TSTS2; STS2; S2TS
C5 : S; TST 2; ST; TS; S3; S3T 2 (A.6)
The character table of S4 group are shown in table 3 and the multiplication rules
between various irreducible representations are shown in eq. (3). Taking into account of the
generators S and T in dierent representations, one may obtain the representation matrices
of all elements. The explicit expressions of S4 elements in dierent representations can be
found in refs. [127, 128], especially the subgroups of S4 are thorough classied in [128]. In
this basis we can straightforwardly obtain the decomposition of the product representations
and the Clebsch-Gordan factors. To be specic the product rules of S4 group, with  i,
'i as the elements of the rst and second representation of the product, respectively, are
given as follows
? 11 
 r = r 
 11 = r with r being any representation (A.7)
? 12 
 12 = 11   ' (A.8)
? 12 
































The product rules with two-dimensional representation are as follows:
? 2
 2 = 11  12  2








 31 = 31  32
31 
0B@ 1'2 +  2'3 1'3 +  2'1
 1'1 +  2'2
1CA ; 32 
0B@ 1'2    2'3 1'3    2'1
 1'1    2'2
1CA (A.13)
? 2
 32 = 31  32
31 
0B@ 1'2    2'3 1'3    2'1
 1'1    2'2
1CA ; 32 
0B@ 1'2 +  2'3 1'3 +  2'1
 1'1 +  2'2
1CA (A.14)
and the product rules with three-dimensional representation are as follows
? 31 
 31 = 32 
 32 = 11  2 31  32
11   1'1 +  2'3 +  3'2
2 
 
 2'2 +  3'1 +  1'3
 3'3 +  1'2 +  2'1
!
31 
0B@ 2 1'1    2'3    3'22 3'3    1'2    2'1
2 2'2    3'1    1'3
1CA ; 32 
0B@ 2'3    3'2 1'2    2'1
 3'1    1'3
1CA (A.15)
? 31 
 32 = 12  2 31  32
12   1'1 +  2'3 +  3'2
2 
 
 2'2 +  3'1 +  1'3
  3'3    1'2    2'1
!
31 
0B@ 2'3    3'2 1'2    2'1
 3'1    1'3
1CA ; 32 
0B@ 2 1'1    2'3    3'22 3'3    1'2    2'1


















B Corrections to vacuum alignment
The subleading corrections to LO vacuum alignment stem from higher dimensional oper-
ators which are suppressed by one or more power of 1=. The modied driving superpo-
tential will consist of leading order term w0d, which is just eq. (4.1), and correctional term
wd, which comes from all invariant operators linear in the driving elds that suppressed
by 1= at least one power
wd = w
0
d + wd (B.1)
The correctional term wd contains all contractional invariant subdominant operators under






































in which the complex coecients ai, bi, c, di, m, k, si, ti and ui are all of order one but
cannot be specic determined according to the avor symmetry. Operators Oi represent
all the subdominant invariant contractional operators under the symmetry group S4Z4
Z6  Z5  Z2
O'01 = ('0)2()2; O'02 = ('0)31()31 ; O'03 = ('0)31()31
O'04 = ('0)32()32 ; O'05 = ('0)2()2; (B.3)
O01 = (0)11()11 ; O02 = (0)2()2; O03 = (0)31()31
O04 = (0)31()31 ; O05 = (0)32()32
O06 = (0)11()11 ; O07 = (0)2()2; O08 = (0)11 (B.4)
O0 = 0()32 (B.5)
O01 = 0(')31; O02 = 0(')2; O03 = 0()31 (B.6)
O0 = 0()31#; (B.7)






































































; O06 = 0()11()2;





; O09 = 0()2;

















O01 = 0()11 ; O02 = 0()11 ; O03 = 0;




























The sub-dominate term wd induces shifted VEVs of all avon elds, and we can rewrite
the modied vacuum alignment as following
h'i =
0B@ v'1v' + v'2
v'3










hi = v; hi = v + v; h#i = v#; (B.11)
hi =
0B@v + v1v + v2
v + v3
1CA ; hi =  v+v1
v+v2
!
; hi = v ; (B.12)
where the shifts v2 , v#, v and v have been absorbed into the redenition of the
undetermined v, v#, v and v respectively. With only terms linear in the shift v retained
and ignoring the v= terms, the new minimization equations are still derived by the zeros
of F-terms, i.e. the rst derivative of new wd in eq. (B.1) with respect to all driving elds.
First the minimization equations for the set e are showed as follows




































2h1v'v'3 + 2h2vv1 +
vvv

C = 0 (B.13)
where the coecients A1;2;3, B1;2;3 and C stand for the linear combinations of sub-leading
coecients





; A2 = 2a3
v
v
























































































































M = 0 (B.16)
where the coecients M is naively as
M = m1  m2 v
v'
(B.17)








The equations for corrections v1;2;3 are simple as follows
4r1vv1 + r2vv1 = 0




  2r1vv2 + r2vv2 = 0 (B.19)
where the coecient K is easily solved as
K = k (B.20)
and the solutions to the above minimization equations (B.19) are





; v2 = 0 (B.21)
Despite of some shifts, v1;2 , are exactly zero, most of the shifted VEVs ve are all of order
in the interval [6c, 
4
c] from eqs. (B.15), (B.18) and (B.21), which imply the relative



















ve=ve 2 [4c ; 2c ]. As illuminated in the end of section 3, the subleading corrections to
hei should be smaller than the mass ratio mm or, more strictly mem . The results above
have shown the corrections are suitable for the model, and LO VEVs in eqs. (4.3) (4.6)
and (4.9) are stable solutions even under NLO corrections.
At last for the  sector we have the minimization equations

























C3 = 0 (B.22)
where the coecients C1, C2 and C3 are
C1 = 0





















+ 9(u4 + 2u5)
v2
v2
+ 6(u8 + u9)
v2
v2





The solutions to the eqs. (B.22) are also easily obtained as follows















Obviously all the shifts in three and/or two components of all scalar elds in e1 are
dierent but within the same order of magnitude. All the shifts, however, in three and/or
two components of all scalar elds in  are exactly the same, means the small shifts are
in the same direction of LO alignment. The result shows the stability of hi, thus no soft
terms are needed to drive the superpotential into desired minimum. The stable solutions of
hi also guarantee the stability of TBM mixing in neutrino sector. Take into account the
conditions in eq. (4.16), it is easy to check the relative order of shifted VEVs with respect







































Field  1  2  
(ri)
3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20
SU(5) 5 10 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 10 5 1 10 10 15 5 1
S4 31 12 ri 11 12 12 11 12 12 32 11 11 11 11 12 32 12 12 32 32
Z4 1  i 1  1 i  i 1  i 1  1 i  1  1 1  1 1 i  i  i i
Z6 !
2  ! 1  1  !2  !2 !  1 1 !2 !  ! !2 !2 !2  !  !2  ! !2 !
Z5 1 !
4 1 ! 1 1 1 ! !2 1 1 ! !3 ! ! !2 1 1 1 !
Z2  1  1 1  1  1  1 1  1 1 1 1  1  1 1 1 1  1  1  1 1
U(1)R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 4. Transformation properties of the heavy messenger elds with direct masses in the model.
The superscript ri in  
(ri)









Figure 5. The supergraphs before integrating out the messenger elds of order 4 (left) and 5
(right) operators in the superpotential.
Field f1 f2 f3 f4 1
1 H5 N
c F =  1
2 H45 T3 T2   2
3 N c N c    3
4 T3 H5 F '  4
elds f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 1 2
1 T2 H5 T2  #  5  6







3 T2 H45 = F =  8  9= 10
4 T1 H45  F '  11  12
Table 5. The operators corresponding to gure 5(a) (left) and gure 5(b)(right).
C The messenger sector
The higher dimensional operators of the eective superpotential can be obtained by inte-
grating out the heavy messenger elds. The messenger elds  i whose masses arise from
singlets are listed in table 4. Here only half of the messenger elds are presented since each
 i takes opposite charges with respect  i, which makes the direct mass term M i i i is
guaranteed by the symmetries. The messenger pairs i and i whose masses arise from
the adjoint H24 (of the form H24ii) are listed in gure 7. Due to the amount of the
operators and the variety of their possible contraction ways of S4, not all of the operators
are listed. Only those whose contributions to the entries of mass matrices non-vanishing at
LO and small part of those being non-neglected at NLO (or NNLO) corrections are showed
below. Note that  3 has all the ZN charges to be 1, thus we denote  
(ri)
3 as one symbol  3
for simplicity. In the left of table 5  3 contains all the possible S4 representations, i.e., 11,
2 and 31, depend on the S4 contraction ways of the elds in the corresponding operators.






















f2 f3 f4 f5 f6
γ1
(b)
Figure 6. The supergraphs of order 6 and 7 operators in the superpotential.
Field f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 1 2 3
1 T1 H5 T1     13  14  15
2 H45 T2  F '   8  9  16




i  2  10  
11
3
Field f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 1 2 3 4
1  T2 H24 F H5 =   17  18  19  20
Table 6. The operators corresponding to gure 6(a) (up) and gure 6(b) (down).
T1 Σ1
Field 1 1 2 2 3 3
SU(5) 5 5 5 5 5 5
S4 11 11 31=11 31=11 31 31
Z4 1  1 i i  1 1
Z6  !2 1  !2 1  !2 1
Z5 !
4 ! !3 !2 !2 !3
Z2 1 1  1  1 1 1
U(1)R 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 7. The supergraph of operators with messenger masses from the adjoint H24 and the
assignments of GUT and avor groups of corresponding messenger elds.
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